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                  Suffolk Wildlife Trust is Suffolk’s nature charity – the only organisation dedicated to safeguarding Suffolk’s wildlife and countryside.


We make a difference for Suffolk by managing nature reserves - securing a bigger, better and more connected landscape for wildlife and by inspiring the next generation through hands-on experiences with nature.
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                  We want to turn nature’s recovery in Suffolk from an aspiration into a reality by making space for wildlife across the county and bringing nature into the places where people live their daily lives. This is one of the very biggest challenges that faces our society today.
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                  Suffolk Wildlife Trust cares for 50 nature reserves, with fantastic visitor centres at Carlton Marshes and Lackford Lakes. Please help us care for the nature reserves you've enjoyed, by joining Suffolk Wildlife Trust.
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                  We have something for everyone! Events for tots through to teens, wildlife courses for adults, practical conservation volunteering, wildlife walks and talks.
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                  There are so many ways to get involved and support Suffolk's Wildlife, from watching a wildlife webinar at home to volunteering with us on a reserve. 
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            Lesser horseshoe bat

        

        

    
    
        The lesser horseshoe bat was once a cave-dweller, but now tends to roost in old buildings, such as stables and barns. It is rare in the UK and, like many other bats, declining in number.
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            Horseshoe vetch

        

        

    
    
        Horseshoe vetch is a member of the pea family, so displays bright yellow, pea-like flowers and seed pods. Look for this low-growing plant on chalk grasslands from May to July.
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            Lesser stitchwort

        

        

    
    
        Look for the pretty, star-shaped, white flowers of Lesser stitchwort in woodlands and meadows, and along hedgerows and roadside verges in spring. Its flowers are smaller than those of Greater…
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            Lesser whitethroat

        

        

    
    
        The lesser whitethroat is smaller than its cousin, the whitethroat, and sports dark cheek feathers that give it a 'mask'. Most likely to be heard around woodland and scrub, rather than…
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            Lesser celandine

        

        

    
    
        Heralding spring, a carpet of sunshine-yellow lesser celandine flowers is a joy to see on a woodland walk. Look out for it along hedgerows, in parks and even in graveyards, too, from March onwards…
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            Lesser spearwort

        

        

    
    
        So-named for its spear-like leaves, Lesser spearwort can be found along the edges of ponds, lakes and streams, and in marshes and wet meadows. As a buttercup, it displays familiar, butter-yellow…
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            Lesser redpoll

        

        

    
    
        Traditionally a small finch of woodland and scrub, it appears that the lesser redpoll is now moving into our gardens. It has a streaky brown body, red forehead and black bib, and mostly feeds on…
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            Lesser centaury

        

        

    
    
        Often overlooked, Lesser centaury is a tiny plant of grassy, open habitats like dunes, cliffs, heaths and grasslands. As its name suggests, it is much smaller than its relative, Common centaury.…
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            Lesser sea-spurrey

        

        

    
    
        Traditionally a coastal species, Lesser sea-spurrey has spread inland, taking advantage of the winter-salting of our roads. Its pink-and-white flowers bloom in summer.
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            Lesser water-parsnip

        

        

    
    
        Look out for the white, umbrella-like flower heads of lesser water-parsnip along the shallow margins of ditches, ponds, lakes and rivers. When crushed, it does, indeed, smell like parsnip!
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            Lesser weever fish

        

        

    
    
        One of the only venomous fish to be found in British waters, the lesser weever fish is certainly one to watch out for!
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            Lesser spotted woodpecker

        

        

    
    
        The lesser spotted woodpecker is the smallest of the UK's woodpeckers. Listen out for its drumming, which is quieter than that of the great spotted woodpecker, in woodland, parks , orchards…
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          Suffolk Wildlife Trust is part of a UK-wide network of Wildlife Trusts. It is the only charity dedicated wholly to safeguarding Suffolk's wildlife and countryside.
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      Suffolk Wildlife Trust: Registered charity number 262777
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